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Selected Articles: Washington’s Deep-seated
Aversion to Independent States

By Global Research News
Global Research, September 25, 2017

Global  Research  strives  for  peace,  and  we  have  but  one  mandate:  to  share  timely,
independent and vital information to readers across the globe. We act as a global platform
to let the voices of dissent, protest, and expert witnesses and academics be heard and
disseminated internationally.

We need to stand together to continuously question politics,  false statements, and the
suppression of independent thought.

Stronger  together:  your  donations  are  crucial  to  independent,  comprehensive  news
reporting in the ongoing battle against media disinformation. (click image above to donate)

*     *     *

North Korea versus the United States: Who are the Demons? North Korea Lost 30% of Its
Population as a Result of US Bombings in the 1950s

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, September 25, 2017

What  most  people  in  America  do  not  know –and  which  is  particularly  relevant  when
assessing the “threats” of the DPRK to World peace– is that North Korea lost thirty percent
of its population as a result of  US led bombings in the 1950s. US military sources confirm
that 20 percent of  North Korea’s  population was killed off over a three period of  intensive
bombings.
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“Unlimited Imperialism”, History of American Militarism: Light at the End of the Tunnel?

By Francis A. Boyle, September 25, 2017

The future of  American foreign policy and the peace of  the world lie  in  the hands of
American  citizens—not  the  bureaucrats,  legislators,  judges,  lobbyists,  think-tankers,
professors, and self-styled experts who inhibit Washington, D.C., New York City, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, and Hyde Park/Chicago, Illinois. Civil resistance is the way to go!

“The Syrian People Knew that This War Was to Eliminate Their Country”: Syria’s Deputy
Prime Minister’s Impassioned UN Address

By Stephen Lendman, September 25, 2017

Syrian Deputy Prime Minister Walid al-Moualem used his UN address to blast America and its
rogue allies, while expressing gratitude to Russia, Iran, and Hezbollah for their vital support
– combating the scourge of terrorism Washington supports.

The Iran “Nuclear Deal” Leads to War, Not Peace

By Tony Cartalucci, September 25, 2017

While US President Barack Obama posed as conciliatory toward Iran, the US was steeped
deeply in not only a proxy war against Syria, but ultimately a proxy war aimed directly at
Iran.

Signs Indicate Trump Continuing Obama’s Support for Al Qaeda in Syria

By Eric Zuesse, September 25, 2017

This is a U.S.-Saud-Israel core alliance, against Iran and against Iran’s ally Syria. From the
very start of Donald Trump’s Presidency, the overthrow of Iran’s Government has been
practically an obsession.

Unites Nations – and the Monster in the Room

By Peter Koenig, September 23, 2017
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The ongoing US indiscriminate killing around the globe – tens of millions of people in the last
70 years alone – plus these ferocious, insane threats, and economic strangulations through
illegal sanctions, are ripe for a new Nuremburg type tribunal.
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